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Message from CEO
It gives me great pleasure to introduce InnosoftTM; an IT
Software think tank. We feel great pride in contributing to
the Saudi economy in the technology sector. These are
challenging times and we are here to serve our clients and
build a long term relationship by offering them the most
unique and user friendly solutions with value added services.

We believe that one of the most fundamental reasons of our
success is to invest in our people and doing things right on time.
Human resource at InnosoftTM is not just about payroll, in fact it
is the most crucial element in our resource-basket. We have a
very talented and dedicated team that works 24/7 to achieve a
collective success.

InnosoftTM was a company established by KFUPM graduates
in 2011 and ever since we have never looked back. Today we
have over 100 completed projects with over 50 clients with a
96% client retention and repeat purchases. Currently,
InnosoftTM is engaging with clients in both private and
government sector.

We look forward to get new clients where we can solve their
problems in the best possible and cost effective manner, in
order to ensure prosperity for our customers, society and the
company.

Our services can be divided mainly into new website
development, maintaining the website, mobile applications
and business Intelligence. We strongly believe in satisfying
our clients and try to go beyond their expectations to make
a positive image and an edge over competition.
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Loai Saleh Labani,
President and CEO, Innosoft

Day to day

PASSION

What makes us different is our inner desire to create something exceptional. In our
competitive environment, we push ourselves to deliver originality.

Executive
Summary
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Why
Innosoft?

How do we
Process things?

What is
it for!

An innovative complement to

SAUDI VISION 2030

Innosoft’s vision is to be the technological services platform model that fully
complements with the Saudi Vision 2030 focusing on localizing innovations and
researches to accelerate knowledge transfer toward developing a robust
knowledge-based economy.
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Why Innosoft?
The drive; how we process
things at Innosoft
Innovation has a great similarity to a great cup of coffee. A great cup of coffee is
not about the beans (each one of them has its own unique taste), it’s not about
the process (most are standardized), it’s also not about the machine; it’s all about
the Barista. Similarly, innovation is not about the technology or the process; it is
all about people. At InnosoftTM, we believe in people. We invest in people!
It is people who are brewers of ideas. Usually, people tend to postpone or forget
each time a challenging idea comes forward. Here, we invest in those challenges
and aim to make it real. And as Pendergrast said about coffee, “wherever it is
grown, sold, brewed, and consumed, there will be lively controversy, strong
opinions and good conversation”.
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How we process
things at Innosoft?
We utilize software
engineering methodologies to
enhance our workflow
Just imagine InnosoftTM as a programming language. InnosoftTM is different. It is
aesthetic, elegant and expressive (like Ruby); it is strict yet powerful (like Python), it
can run/operate anywhere (like Java) and finally it plans to be the basis and
inspiration for all future languages (like C).
Like most programming languages, InnosoftTM provides a friendly interface (or
API). This aids its users and clients to integrate it seamlessly into their programs.
Unlike others, InnosoftTM provides multiple interfaces suitable for each type of
user. This is what makes it different, user-friendly and innovative.
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What is it for!
Dedicated for localized
innovation to serve specific
market needs
People at Innosoft hold a strong belief on its motto “Challenge Yourself aiming to
optimize an effective and creative solution that anyone can rely on”. We believe
that every dream is worth being a reality. It just needs the right people to look at it
from the right angle.
Innovation at Innosoft is a result of converging perceptions into reality and
advanced knowledge focused toward industry problems. Our commitment is to
develop a thorough understanding of issues faced by Saudi Industries through
extensive market research and to provide unique innovative solutions utilizing
cutting-edge technology in a creative and engaging manner.
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Learn about

INNOSOFT

We value individuals’ uniqueness. We encourage creating one’s own style. We value
creativity and innovation and are anxious to take you there.

Overview
and Facts
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Organizational
Structure

Awards and
Recognition

Corp. Social
Responsibility

Overview & Facts
We value creativity and
innovation and are anxious to
take you there
Innovative Software, Inc. (InnosoftTM) is a Saudi organization established early 2011.
InnosoftTM is dedicated to provide technology-based solutions, targeted at bringing
the nation’s economy to the leading edge of competitiveness. In simple terms,
InnosoftTM is a think-tank focused on providing solutions to some of the biggest
challenges being faced by businesses and local communities across the nation.

90+
clients
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300+ 27+
projects

employees

35k+
hours worked

MISSION
To build a business of tomorrow,
converging ideas into ground breaking
practical solutions and acting as a
beacon for visionaries on their pathway
to innovation.

VISION
InnosoftTM envisions being a pioneer
strategic forum transforming innovative
ideas into tangible existence, thereby
leading our nation in becoming
universally recognized for its
contribution to technology.

Organizational
Structure
Board of Directors

Eyed Ahmed

Creative Team Leader

Nabil Malic

Development Team Leader

Loai S. Labani
Chairman and CEO

Rahaf Abozenada, Office Exec.

Riyadh M. Altayib

Acting Marketing Team Leader

Adnan Bhatti

Operations Team Leader

Riyadh M. Altayib
Investments Team Leader
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Nadhal Alnuaimi, Web Designer Hussen Alostath, Web Designer
Moheyuddin M., Graphic Designer Sameh Enaya, Web Designer
Ahmed Eimirat, Graphic Designer Saleh Haboush, Web Designer
Athra Albahli, Developer
M. Aboalroos, Developer
Ahmar Zaman, Developer

M. Fsifes, Developer
Mohammed Alaa, Developer
Abdulrahman Talib, Developer

Yousof Najm, Sales Engineer
Nabil Malic, Sales Engineer
Mirvat Bkheet, Customer Relations

Rahaf Abozenada, Public Relations

Adnan Gulzar, Accountant
Nader Alshebaili, Gov. Relations
Econsult, Human Resources

Adnan Bhatti, Procurement

Eyed Ahmed, Researcher

Sahar Shalabi, Copywriter
Iyass Taiseer, Copywriter

M Almoghani, Web Designer

Awards &
Recognitions
At InnosoftTM we love to do our best by working alongside like-minded people.
InnosoftTM concentrated on building a professional platform to incubate
passionate team of dedicated, focused and creative people sharing the passion
for creating exceptional solutions to challenging problems.

First Winner in the Saudi National
Business Plan Competition

Funded by Saudi Aramco
Entrepreneurship Center “Wa’ed”

Dr. Ghazi AlGosaibi Award for Best
Promising Enterprise

Leaders Inspiring a Kingdom Saudi
Arabia’s Entrepreneurial Elite

KFUPM, 2012

Saudi Aramco, 2013

Chamber of Commerce, 2014

Forbes Magazine, 2014-2015
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We motivate our people towards corporate

SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY

InnosoftTM was founded with the goal of realizing a simple dream; creating businesses
that do amazing work for all people of the community. Five years later, we’re still doing
that every day with a deep passion and gratitude to give back for our community
through Volunteering & Community Service and Non-Profit Initiatives.
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Rich Services to

YOUR NEED

Diverse & integrable high tech services that are unique for InnosoftTM and identifiable to
others. Services that are tailored to your real needs.

Web
Development
15
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User Interface &
User Experience

Mobile App
Development

Business
Intelligence

Gamification
Techniques

Continuos
Support

Web Development
Develop and optimize online
software solutions with quality
process standards
Proficient in the use of exceptional software engineering skills & methodologies to
create a sustainable development project life cycle for uniquely customized web
applications right down to the final accepted version. Our team is proficient over a
multitude of development and backend languages to ensure a complex yet user
friendly software articulating our clients' need over their infrastructure assuring
proper knowledge transfer and durability.
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User Interface
& User Experience
Draft simple, creative,
customizable & user-friendly
designs
Providing the intangible design of a strategy crafted into targeted, feasible,
attractive and easy to use solution. In Persona Creation, Content Strategy,
Information Architecture, Interaction Design, Usability testing, Interface Layout,
Prototyping, and Software Product Design to reach out toward best user journey
and adoption to the project.
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Smart App
Development
Design and develop visually
attractive, interactive and user
friendly apps
Designing and developing wide range of Mobile Apps bringing a tremendous
inventive change into the use of smart-watches, smartphones, and tablet devices
through structuring flexible applications acting as platforms, disseminating
businesses objectives effectively in order to reach their targeted audiences with
optimal synchronization through various operating systems and smart devices.

iOS
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Business
Intelligence
Collective tactics for analytical
KPI reports, helps making
prefect decisions
Collecting, analyzing, communicating and interpreting data patterns provided
within rich informative scope hosted anywhere, locally or on the cloud and
transcript all the data relayed through effective Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining engines transforming these data into meaningful information and
actionable items to attain measurable KPI reports and future projections.
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Gamification
Concept Design
Challenging ourselves, thinking
creatively and seeking novelty
Gamification is the process of applying game technique into non-game context
such as software application, online services, business that entails total
participation of the target audience by intrinsic and extrinsic motivation. It allow
target audience to interact with the application in a challenging way.It helps target
audience in developing a better thinking by setting milestone and help them track
their performance subjective to others. It can be used in:
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Customer Care and
Support Services
Live up to date technological
customer support services
Offer continuous long-term technological support services around the year to
ensure your active and effective online presence on the cloud for your websites,
portals, web apps, smart apps, and your social presence throughout our
automated ticketing systems that allows you to send your requests through our
unified number (920033213) or a dedicated email support (support@is.sa). We
assure serving our client within their specified service level agreement offering our
support services at its best.
Our services will deliver total customer satisfaction with excellent support and
customer care. Our team will ensure that all services are kept at the highest
quality standards.
21
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Integrated packages presented through

SOFTWARE AS A SERVICE

Unique solutions for small and medium businesses through online products, specialized to enhance
your business productivity and efficiency.

G Suite
22
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iGo.Cloud

G Suite by Google
Innosoft is a Google partner in
Business and Education.
Partnering with Google, innosoft offers a multitude of (B2B) subscription-based
services for both business and educational sectors to streamline their online
communication and productivity tools simply with a single click of button. Helping
them to communicate, store, collaborate, and manage their day-to-day
operations seamlessly from a pc, tablet or a smartphone with a unique identifier
of their domain name. Integrating both the business and educational sector with
the community effectively.

23

Gmail

Calendar

Contacts

Hangout

Groups

Drive

Docs

Sheets

Slides

Forms
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iGo.cloud
Your One-Stop-Shop for
Personalized Online Presence
This new startup is funded by innosoft and is coming soon as part of set of
startup companies established by Innosoft under the brand of iGoTM that offer
SAAS products for target consumers (Software as a Service). iGo.Cloud targets
startup and small establishments and helps them to create their attractive online
presence at ease through cost-effective e-store. Any business from a barber-shop
and a repair-store to the highly advanced genetic lab, every business has the right
to present themselves on the web smoothly and hassle free without the need to
our about technology or support.
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We are proud of our

CLIENTS

We envision building something extraordinary. We try to approach our work with
creative thinking and care, and we work with people who do the same.

Government
Sector
25
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Private
Sector

Non-profit
Sector

Government Sector
Ministry of Labour and Social
Development, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Ministry of Health,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

King Fahd University of Petroleum
and Minerals, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Saudi Arabian Oil Company
“ARAMCO”, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Technical and Vocational Training
Corporation, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Elm Information Security
Company, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Municipality of Khobar,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Saudi Energy Efficiency Center,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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Private Sector
Almuhaidib Group,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Alfozan Group,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Mada Alsharqiah Real Estate Dev.
Company, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Elite Derma Care,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Prince Mohammed Bin Salman Media
Technology Incubator, Saudi Arabia

Endeavor Saudi Arabia,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Smart Delivery Company “Jiib.li”,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Chillbox Frozen Yogurt,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia
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Non-profit Sector
Mohammed and Abdullah Alsubaie
Foundation, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Saad & Abdulaziz Almousa
Endowment, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Tamkiin Charity Organization,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Kanaf Charity Organization,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Saudi Food Bank “Etaam”,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Prince Faisal Bin Salman Charity
Organization “Kelana”, Saudi Arabia

Bena’a Productive Families Center
“Jana”, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

International Public Relation
Association - Gulf Chapter, Saudi Arabia
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Inspired to thrive

SHOWCASES

We don’t wait to make a difference, we take action right away. We promote active
creative thinking reflection on our deliverable work.
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Ministry of Labour and Social
Development, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Electronic Advanced Services for Enterprises
Redesigning both the User interface and the user experience
of the whole Portal. This project includes in-depth user
experience and user interaction design as well as gamification
engagement concepts that is fully embedded with Google
material design standards.
Sept 2015 IS-150901-MOL
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King Fahd University of Petroleum
and Minerals, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

National Volunteering Platform Identity and UI/UX Design
Illustrating a creative user interface and user experience
design from extensive national and international studies
about crowd sourcing and viral communities engagement
platforms to introduce best fit to enrich and empower the
Saudi Volunteering eco-system into a single platform.
Oct 2016 IS-161001-MLSD
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Kana Charity Organization,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

www.Kanaf.org.sa
Redefining the non-profit organizations web and digital
presence into an attractive and seamless unique experience
to demonstrate a strong non-profit presence and standards,
boosting the brand equity of the client. Building the design
over CMS platform of Wordpress.
June 2016 IS-160601-KANAF
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Ministry of Labour and Social
Development, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

National Donation Platform Identity and UI/UX Design
Re-engineering and rebranding the national donation platform
into a unified crowd funding (donations) platform built
through the best international studies and practices to
enhance electronic and online donations. The platform is built
to be a one-stop-shop for non-profit organizations.
Sept 2015 IS-150901-MOL
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Almuhaidib Group,
Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

San3a Identity and Web Design & Development
Being assigned to an important role from building the project
from the strategic branding and business processes to the
portal online presence. San3a allow young entrepreneurs to
apply for land units opportunity into one of the unique
industrial areas in Dammam for medium sized industries.
Oct 2016 IS-161001-Muhaidib
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Mohammed and Abdullah Alsubaie
Foundation, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

NPO Corporate Website Design
Redesigning (sf.org.sa) website as a CMS platform to manage
content feed and continuous information update and present
the complex organizational presence into simple format of
web presence. Helping audience to discover all the needed
information in an easy and attractive manner.
June 2016 IS-150901-MOL
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Ministry of Labour and Social
Development, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia

Business Intelligence Reformation (MLSD-BI)
Enhanced by expertise in knowledge discovery and data
mining, Innosoft illustrates the impact of business intelligence
through a state-of-the-art data visualization tools to empower
stakeholders and higher management through active datadriven decision making based on well studied business cases.
Sept 2015 IS-150901-MOL
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Now

LET’S TALK ABOUT YOU
920033213
Unified Number
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sales@is.sa
Sales Platform

Innovative Software Company Limited - InnosoftTM
3322, 2nd Floor, Innovation Cluster Building, Dhahran Techno Valley
8783 Dhahran 34464-4719 Saudi Arabia

Declaimer: This document contains proprietary and confidential information. All data submitted to the client mentioned in this document are provided in
reliance to them to not use or disclose any information that are contained herein except in the context of its business dealings with Innovative Software Inc. only.
The recipient of this document agrees to inform present and future employees of Innovative Software Inc., who view or have access to its content, of its confidential
nature. The recipient agrees to instruct each employee that they must not disclose any information concerning this document to others except to the extent which
such matters are generally known to, and are available for use by, the public. The recipient also agrees to not duplicate or distribute or permit others to duplicate or
distribute any material contained herein without Innovative Software's express written consent. Innovative Software retains all title, ownership and intellectual
property rights to the material and trademarks contained herein, including all supporting documentation, files, marketing material, and multimedia.

